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Continuous Gabor transform for a class of

non-Abelian groups∗

Arash Ghaani Farashahi† Rajabali Kamyabi-Gol

Abstract

In this article we define the continuous Gabor transform for second count-
able, non-abelian, unimodular and type I groups and also we investigate a
Plancherel formula and an inversion formula for our definition. As an ex-
ample we show that how these formulas work for the Heisenberg group and
also the matrix group SL(2, R).

1 Introduction

Many physical quantities including pressure, sound waves, electro fields, volt-
ages, electronic currents and electromagnetic fields vary with time. These quan-
tities are called signals or waveforms. Signals can be described in a time domain
or in a frequency domain by the traditional methods of Fourier transform. The
frequency description of signals is known as the frequency analysis or the spec-
tral analysis. It was recognized long times ago that a global Fourier transform of
a long time signal has little practical value in analyzing the frequency spectrum

of the signal. From the Fourier transform f̂ (w) of a signal f (t), it is always pos-
sible to determine which frequencies were present in the signal. However, there
is absolutely no indication as to when these frequencies existed. So, the Fourier
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transform cannot provide any information regarding either a time evolution of
spectral characteristic or possible localization with respect to the time variable.
Some signals such as speech signals or ECG signals require the idea of frequency
analysis that is local in time.

In general, the frequency of a signal varies with time, so there is a need for a
joint time-frequency representation of a signal in order to describe fully the char-
acteristics of the signal. This requires specific mathematical methods which go
beyond the classical Fourier analysis. The first who introduced the joint time-
frequency representation of a signal, was Gabor (1946). Gabor transform orig-
inates from the work of Dennis Gabor [8], in which he used translations and
modulations of the Gaussian signal to represent one dimensional signals. Also,
this transform is eventually called such as; the short time Fourier transform, the
Weyl-Heisenberg transform or the windowed Fourier transform. Usually Gabor
analysis is investigated on R and recently other settings have been looked at (See
[5]). Using discrete signals, Gabor theory is done on Z, and numerical imple-
mentations require to consider finite periodic signals and consequently Gabor
theory on finite cyclic groups. In image processing Gabor theory on R2 or Rn and
also its discrete version on Z

n and finite abelian groups is necessary. Computer
scientists might even argue that the right setting for Gabor analysis are the p-
adic groups, because their group operation imitate the computer arithmetic most
closely. Since Gabor analysis resets mainly on the structure of translations and
modulation, it is possible to extend it to other abelian groups. For more expla-
nation, we refer the readers to the monograph of K. Gröchenig [9] or complete
work of H.G.Feichtinger and T.Strohmer [5]. One can find a complete extension
of this theory to the set up of locally compact abelian groups. But many groups
in physics such as the Heisenberg group and also many applicable groups in en-
gineering such as Motion groups are non-abelian and so that the standard STFT
theory in abelian case fails. On the other hand generalization of the Feichtinger
algebra and also Gelfand triple to the set up of non-abelian groups via the short
time Fourier transform approach will be useful (see [3] and [4]). These facts per-
sist us to find a generalization of the basic STFT theory for non-abelian groups.
We recall that passing through the harmonic analysis of abelian groups to the har-
monic analysis of non-abelian groups, many useful results and basic concepts in
abelian harmonic analysis collapse, which play important roles in the usual Ga-
bor theory. Thus, the extension of Gabor analysis (STFT theory) for non-abelian
groups is not trivial and as we shall discuss, the shape of results in this theory
change a lot. But fundamental properties are still valid, with different proofs. In
this article we would like to find an appropriate notation of the continuous Gabor
transform on a class of non-abelian groups and also we investigate the general-
ization of its fundamental properties.

Throughout this paper which contains 4 sections, we assume that G is a sec-
ond countable, type I and unimodular locally compact group. Section 2 is de-
duced to fix notations and a brief summery on non-abelian Fourier analysis. In
section 3, we define the continuous Gabor transform of a square integrable func-
tion f on G, with respect to the window function ψ, as a measurable fields of
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operators defined on G × Ĝ by

Gψ f (x, π) :=
∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(y)∗dy.

Finally, in section 4, we study examples of continuous Gabor transform for the
Heisenberg group and the matrix group SL(2, R).

2 Preliminaries and notations on non-abelian Fourier analysis

Let H be a separable Hilbert space. An operator T ∈ B(H) is called a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator if for one, hence for any orthonormal basis {ek} of H we have

∑k ‖Tek‖
2 < ∞. The set of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H denoted by HS(H)

and for T ∈ HS(H) we define Hilbert-Schmidt norm of T as ‖T‖2
HS := ∑k ‖Tek‖

2.
It can be checked that HS(H) is a self adjoint and two sided ideal in B(H) and
when H is finite-dimensional we have HS(Hπ) = B(H), also we call an oper-
ator T ∈ B(H) of trace-class, whenever ‖T‖tr := tr[|T|] < ∞, where tr[T] :=
∑k〈Tek, ek〉 and |T| = (TT∗)1/2. For more details about trace-class and Hilbert-
Schmidt-operators, we refer the readers to [16].

Let (A,M) be a measurable space. A family {Hα}α∈A of non zero separable
Hilbert spaces indexed by A will be called a field of Hilbert spaces over A. A map
Φ on A such that Φ(α) ∈ Hα for each α ∈ A will be called a vector field on A. We
denote the inner product and norm on Hα by 〈., .〉α and ‖.‖α, respectively. A mea-
surable field of Hilbert spaces over A is a field of Hilbert spaces {Hα}α∈A together
with a countable set {ej} of vector fields such that the functions α 7→ 〈ej(α), ek(α)〉
are measurable for all j, k and also the linear span of {ej(α)} is dense in Hα for
each α ∈ A. Given a measurable field of Hilbert spaces ({Hα}α∈A, {ej(α)}) on
A, a vector field Φ on A will be called measurable if 〈Φ(α), ej(α)〉α is measurable
function on A for each j. The direct integral of the spaces {Hα}α∈A with respect

to a measure dα on A is denoted by
∫ ⊕

A
Hαdα. This is the space of measurable

vectors fields Φ on A such that we have

‖Φ‖2 =
∫

A
‖Φ(α)‖2

αdα < ∞.

Then, it is easily follows that
∫ ⊕

A
Hαdα is a Hilbert space with the inner product

〈Φ, Ψ〉 =
∫

A
〈Φ(α), Ψ(α)〉α dα.

Henceforth, when G is a locally compact group and dx is a Haar measure on
G, Cc(G) consists of all continuous complex-valued functions on G with com-
pact supports and for each 1 ≤ p < ∞, let Lp(G) stand for the Banach space
of equivalence classes of measurable complex valued functions on G whose p-th
powers are integrable. Now, let π be a continuous unitary representation of G
on the Hilbert space Hπ, for more details and elementary descriptions about the
topological group representations see [6] or [12]. The representation π is called
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primary, if only scaler multiples of the identity belongs to center of C(π). Note
that, primary representations are also known as factor representations. Accord-
ing to the Schur’s lemma, Theorem 3.5 of [6], every irreducible representation is
primary. More generally, if π is a direct sum of irreducible representations, π is
primary if and only if all its irreducible subrepresentations are unitarily equiv-
alent. The group G is said to be type I, if every primary representation of G is
a direct sum of copies of some irreducible representation. Also, assume that the

dual space Ĝ be the set of all equivalence classes [π] of irreducible unitary repre-
sentations π of G and we still use π to denote its equivalence class [π]. Note that,

we equipped Ĝ with the Fell topology. See [6], for a discussion of this topology

on Ĝ.
There is a measure dπ on Ĝ, called the Plancherel measure, uniquely deter-

mined once the Haar measure on G is fixed. The family {HS(Hπ)}π∈Ĝ of Hilbert

spaces indexed by Ĝ is a field of Hilbert spaces over Ĝ. Recall that, HS(Hπ) is a
Hilbert space with the inner product 〈T, S〉HS(Hπ) = tr(S∗T). The direct integral

of the spaces {HS(Hπ)}π∈Ĝ
with respect to dπ, is denoted by

∫ ⊕

Ĝ
HS(Hπ)dπ

and for convenience we use the notation H2(Ĝ) for it. If f ∈ L1(G), the Fourier

transform of f is a measurable field of operators over Ĝ given by

F f (π) = f̂ (π) =
∫

G
f (x)π(x)∗dx. (2.1)

Let J 1(G) := L1(G) ∩ L2(G) and J 2(G) be the finite linear combinations of con-
volutions of elements of J 1(G). In [18], Segal proved that, when G is a second
countable, non-abelian, unimodular and type I group, there is a measure dπ on

Ĝ, uniquely determine once the Haar measure dx on G is fixed, which is called
the Plancherel measure and satisfies the following properties;

1. The Fourier transform f 7→ f̂ maps J 1(G) into H2(Ĝ) and it extends to a

unitary map from L2(G) onto H2(Ĝ).

2. Also, each h ∈ J 2(G) satisfies the Fourier inversion formula h(x) =∫

Ĝ
tr[π(x)ĥ(π)]dπ.

Commonly class of type I and unimodular groups are compact groups. When
G is a compact group due to Theorem 5.2 of [6], each irreducible representation
(π,Hπ) of G is finite dimensional which implies that B(Hπ) = HS(Hπ) and
also every unitary representation of G is a direct sum of irreducible representa-
tions. If π is any unitary representation of G, for each u, v ∈ Hπ the functions
πu,v(x) = 〈π(x)u, v〉 are called matrix elements of π. If {ej} is an orthonormal
basis for Hπ, we put πij(x) = 〈π(x)ej, ei〉. Notation Eπ stands for the linear span
of the matrix elements of π and E for the linear span of

⋃
[π]∈Ĝ Eπ. The Peter-

Weyl Theorem, Theorem 3.12 of [6], guarantee that E is uniformly dense in C(G),

L2(G) =
⊕

[π]∈Ĝ Eπ, and also {d−1/2
π πij : i, j = 1...dπ, [π] ∈ Ĝ} is an orthonormal

basis for L2(G). Thus, according to the Peter-Weyl Theorem, if f ∈ L2(G) we
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have

f = ∑
[π]∈Ĝ

dπ

∑
i,j=1

cπ
ij( f )πij, (2.2)

where cπ
i,j( f ) = dπ〈 f , πij〉L2(G). If we choose an orthonormal basis for Hπ so

that π(x) is represented by the matrix (πij(x)), then f̂ (π) is given by the matrix

f̂ (π)ij = d−1
π cπ

ji ( f ) and satisfies

dπ

∑
i,j=1

cπ
ij( f )πij(x) = dπ

dπ

∑
i,j=1

f̂ (π)jiπij(x) = dπtr[ f̂ (π)π(x)].

So, for f ∈ L2(G), (2.2) becomes a Fourier inversion formula, f (x) =

∑[π]∈Ĝ dπtr[ f̂ (π)π(x)]. The Parseval formula

‖ f‖2
L2(G) = ∑

[π]∈Ĝ

dπ

∑
i,j=1

d−1
π |cij( f )|2 (2.3)

becomes
‖ f‖2

L2(G) = ∑
[π]∈Ĝ

dπtr[ f̂ (π)∗ f̂ (π)].

3 Continuous Gabor transform

Throughout this paper, let G be a second countable, non-abelian, unimodular
and type I group. Let dσ be the product of the Haar measure dx on G and the

Plancherel measure dπ on Ĝ. For each (x, π) ∈ G × Ĝ, let H(x,π) = π(x)HS(Hπ),
where π(x)HS(Hπ) = {π(x)T : T ∈ HS(Hπ)}. Then, H(x,π) is a Hilbert space

with respect to the inner product 〈π(x)T, π(x)S〉H(x,π)
= tr(S∗T). It can be easily

checked that H(x,π) = HS(Hπ), for all (x, π) ∈ G × Ĝ. The family

{H(x,π)}(x,π)∈G×Ĝ of Hilbert spaces indexed by G × Ĝ is a field of Hilbert spaces

over G × Ĝ. The direct integral of the spaces {H(x,π)}(x,π)∈G×Ĝ with respect to

σ, is denoted by H2(G × Ĝ), that is the space of all measurable vector fields F on

G × Ĝ such that

‖F‖2
H2(G×Ĝ)

=
∫

G×Ĝ
‖F(x, π)‖2

(x,π)dσ(x, π) < ∞.

It can be checked that H2(G × Ĝ) is a Hilbert space, with the inner product

〈F, K〉H2(G×Ĝ) =
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[F(x, π)K(x, π)∗ ]dσ(x, π).

Let L2(G,B(Hπ)) be the Banach space of all measurable functions φ : G →
B(Hπ) with

‖φ‖2
L2(G,B(Hπ))

=
∫

G
‖φ(x)‖2dx < ∞,
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where for each x ∈ G by ‖φ(x)‖ we mean the operator norm of φ(x). More
explanations about spaces related to functions with values in a Banach space can

be found in [17]. For each ψ ∈ L2(G) and π ∈ Ĝ, the modulation of ψ with respect
to π, is an operator valued mapping defined almost everywhere on G by ψπ(x) =
ψ(x)π(x). The linear transformation Mπ : L2(G) → L2(G,B(Hπ)) defined by
ψ 7→ ψπ is called the π-modulation operator. Clearly, Mπ is an isometry, because
for each ψ ∈ L2(G) we have

‖Mπψ‖2
L2(G,B(Hπ))

=
∫

G
‖Mπψ(x)‖2dx

=
∫

G
‖ψ(x)π(x)‖2dx = ‖ψ‖2

L2(G)

Our definition for modulation coincides with the usual definition of modula-
tion as multiplication by a character in the abelian group case. Indeed, when
G is abelian, each irreducible representation of G is one-dimensional and the
corresponding representation space Hπ is isomorphic to C. For f ∈ L2(G) and
φ ∈ L2(G,B(Hπ)), let 〈 f , φ〉π be the bounded operator on Hπ defined by

〈 f , φ〉π =
∫

G
f (y)φ(y)∗dy.

We interpret this operator valued integral in the weak sense. That is, for any z ∈
Hπ we define 〈 f , φ〉πz by specifying its inner product with an arbitrary v ∈ Hπ

via

〈〈 f , φ〉πz, v〉 =
∫

G
f (y)〈φ(y)∗z, v〉dy. (3.1)

Since the map y 7→ 〈φ(y)∗z, v〉 belongs to L2(G), the right hand side integral (3.1)
is the ordinary integral of a function in L1(G). It is not difficult to see that

|〈〈 f , φ〉πz, v〉| ≤ ‖z‖‖v‖‖ f‖L2(G)‖φ‖L2(G,B(Hπ)),

therefore 〈 f , φ〉π defines a bounded linear operator on Hπ, whose norm satisfies

‖〈 f , φ〉π‖ ≤ ‖ f‖L2(G)‖φ‖L2(G,B(Hπ)).

We can consider

〈., .〉π : L2(G)× L2(G,B(Hπ)) → B(Hπ)

as a separately continuous sesquilinear map with values in B(Hπ). When G is

an abelian group, for each π ∈ Ĝ, this sesquilinear map coincides with the usual
inner product of L2(G).

Definition 3.1. Let ψ be a window function (a fixed nonzero function in L2(G))
and f ∈ Cc(G). We define the continuous Gabor transform of f with respect to

the window function ψ as a measurable fields of operators on G × Ĝ by

Gψ f (x, π) :=
∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(y)∗dy. (3.2)
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Before studying the basic properties of our extension for the continuous Gabor
transform we verify ambiguous points of this definition. First, note that we con-
sider the operator-valued integral (3.2) in the weak sense. In other words, for

each (x, π) ∈ G × Ĝ and ζ, ξ ∈ Hπ we have

〈Gψ f (x, π)ζ, ξ〉 =
∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)〈π(y)∗ζ, ξ〉dy.

Since the map y 7→ 〈π(y)∗ζ, ξ〉 is a bounded continuous function on G, the right
hand side integral is the ordinary integral of a function in L1(G). It is clear that

|〈Gψ f (x, π)ζ, ξ〉| ≤ ‖ζ‖‖ξ‖‖ f‖L2 (G)‖ψ‖L2(G),

so Gψ f (x, π) is indeed a bounded linear operator on Hπ such that ‖Gψ f (x, π)‖ ≤
‖ f‖L2(G)‖ψ‖L2(G).

Second, since f ∈ Cc(G) and ψ ∈ L2(G) we have f .Lxψ ∈ J 1(G) for each

x ∈ G. Plancherel theorem, Theorem 7.44 of [6], guarantees that f̂ .Lxψ(π) is

a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for almost everywhere π ∈ Ĝ. Thus, for σ-almost

every (x, π) in G × Ĝ we have Gψ f (x, π) ∈ H(x,π). Indeed,

Gψ f (x, π) =
∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(y)∗dy

=
∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(x)π(yx)∗dy

= π(x)

(∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(yx)∗dy

)

= π(x)

(∫

G
f (yx−1)ψ(x−1yx−1)π(y)∗dy

)
= π(x)F

(
Rx−1( f .Lxψ)

)
(π).

In the next proposition we state some worthwhile properties of our definition.
First, let us recall that when G is unimodular and 1 ≤ p < ∞, the involution for

g ∈ Lp(G) is g̃(x) = g(x−1).

Proposition 3.2. Let ψ be a window function and f ∈ Cc(G). Then, for each (x, π) ∈

G × Ĝ we have

1. Gψ f (x, π) =
̂
L

ψ
x ( f )(π), where L

ψ
x ( f ) in L1(G) is defined for a.e. y in G by

f (y)ψ(x−1y).

2. Gψ f (x, π)∗ = F

(
˜
L

ψ
x ( f )

)
(π).

3. Gψ f (x, π) = 〈 f , Mπ(Lxψ)〉π .

We call (1) the Fourier representation form of the continuous Gabor transform.

Proof. (1) and (3) follow immediately from the definitions. Note that, Hölder’s

inequality guarantees that L
ψ
x ( f ) belongs to L1(G). Let (x, π) ∈ G × Ĝ and
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ζ ∈ Hπ. For (2), using unimodularity of G and the identity
˜
L

ψ
x ( f ) = f̃ .L̃xψ,

we get

〈Gψ f (x, π)∗ζ, ζ〉 = 〈ζ,Gψ f (x, π)ζ〉

=
∫

G
〈ζ, f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(y)∗ζ〉dy

=
∫

G
〈 f (y)Lxψ(y)π(y)ζ, ζ〉dy

=
∫

G
〈 f̃ (y)L̃xψ(y)π(y)∗ζ, ζ〉dy =

〈
F

(
˜
L

ψ
x ( f )

)
(π)ζ, ζ

〉
.

The next theorem shows that the continuous Gabor transform preserves the
energy of the signal. More precisely, we will prove that for each window function

ψ in L2(G), the linear operator Gψ : Cc(G) → H2(G × Ĝ) given by f 7→ Gψ f is a
multiple of an isometry.

Theorem 3.3. Let ψ be a window function. Then, for each f ∈ Cc(G) we have

‖Gψ f‖H2(G×Ĝ) = ‖ f‖L2(G)‖ψ‖L2(G).

Proof. Using Proposition 3.2, Theorem 2.1 of [14], Fubini’s theorem and also uni-
modularity of G we have

‖Gψ f‖2
H2(G×Ĝ)

=
∫

G×Ĝ
‖Gψ f (x, π)‖2

(x,π)dσ(x, π)

=
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[Gψ f (x, π)∗Gψ f (x, π)]dσ(x, π)

=
∫

G

∫

Ĝ
tr[Gψ f (x, π)∗Gψ f (x, π)]dπdx

=
∫

G

∫

Ĝ
tr[

̂̃
L

ψ
x ( f )(π)

̂
L

ψ
x ( f )(π)]dπdx

=
∫

G

∫

Ĝ
tr[

̂
L

ψ
x ( f )(π)

∗
̂
L

ψ
x ( f )(π)]dπdx

=
∫

G

∫

G
L

ψ
x ( f )(y)L

ψ
x ( f )(y)dydx = ‖ f‖2

L2(G)‖ψ‖2
L2(G).

According to Theorem 3.3, the continuous Gabor transform Gψ : Cc(G) →

H2(G × Ĝ) defined by f 7→ Gψ f is a multiple an isometry. So, we can extend

Gψ uniquely to a bounded linear operator from L2(G) into a closed subspace of

H2(G× Ĝ) which we still use the notation Gψ for this extension and this extension

for each f ∈ L2(G) satisfies

‖Gψ f‖H2(G×Ĝ) = ‖ f‖L2(G)‖ψ‖L2(G).

We call Gψ f the continuous Gabor transform of f ∈ L2(G) with respect to the
window function ψ, which can be considered as the sesquilinear map ( f , ψ) 7→

Gψ f on L2(G)× L2(G) into H2(G × Ĝ).
We can conclude the following orthogonality relation for the continuous Ga-

bor transform.
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Corollary 3.4. Let ψ, ϕ be two window functions. The continuous Gabor transform sat-
isfies the orthogonality relation; 〈Gψ f ,Gϕg〉H2(G×Ĝ) = 〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G)〈 f , g〉L2(G), for each

f , g ∈ L2(G). Moreover, the normalized Gabor transform ‖ψ‖−1
L2(G)

Gψ is an isometry

from L2(G) onto a closed subspace of H2(G × Ĝ).

Proof. By using the polarization identity, the result follows.

Remark 3.5. When G is a compact group automatically G is unimodular and also
type I and so that we can use the definition (3.2) of Gψ f for all f , ψ ∈ L2(G), which
first we define the continuous Gabor transform of f ∈ Cc(G) and then we extend
it for elements of L2(G). But independent of (3.2) since G is a compact group we
can consider for a window function ψ in L2(G) and each f ∈ L2(G) we can define
the continuous Gabor transform of f with respect to the window function ψ as a

Hilbert-Schmidt operator valued function on G × Ĝ by

Gψ f (x, π) =
∫

G
f (y)ψ(x−1y)π(y)∗dy. (3.3)

In this case by compactness of G, it is guaranteed that for each (x, π) ∈ G × Ĝ
we have Gψ f (x, ω) ∈ HS(Hπ). In the sequel corollary we state the Plancherel
formula for the case G is compact. It should be noted that although it is a corollary
of the preceding Theorem but it can be proved separately.

Corollary 3.6. Let G be a compact group and ψ be a window function. Then, for each
f ∈ L2(G) we have

∫

G
∑

[π]∈Ĝ

‖Gψ f (x, π)‖2
HSdx = ‖ f‖2

L2(G)‖ψ‖2
L2(G).

To prove an inversion formula, we need some notations. Let ψ be a window

function and K ∈ H2(G × Ĝ). The conjugate linear functional

ℓ
K
ψ(g) =

∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Gψ g(y, π)∗]dσ(y, π),

is a bounded functional on L2(G). Indeed, using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
and Theorem 3.3 we have

|ℓK
ψ(g)| =

∣∣∣∣
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Gψg(y, π)∗]dσ(y, π)

∣∣∣∣

≤
∫

G×Ĝ

∣∣tr[K(y, π)Gψg(y, π)∗]
∣∣ dσ(y, π)

≤ ‖K‖H2(G×Ĝ)‖Gψg‖H2(G×Ĝ) = ‖K‖H2(G×Ĝ)‖ψ‖L2(G)‖g‖L2(G).

This shows that ℓK
ψ defines a unique element in L2(G), which we use the notation

∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Mπ(Lyψ)]dσ(y, π),
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for this element of L2(G). According to this notation, for each g ∈ L2(G) we have

〈∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Mπ(Lyψ)]dσ(y, π), g

〉

L2(G)

=
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Gψg(y, π)∗ ]dσ(y, π).

In the next theorem we prove an inversion formula.

Theorem 3.7. Let ψ, ϕ be two window functions such that 〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G) 6= 0. Then, for

each f ∈ L2(G) we have

f = 〈ϕ, ψ〉−1
L2(G)

∫

G×Ĝ
tr[Gψ f (y, π)Mπ(Ly ϕ)]dσ(y, π).

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, we have Gψ f ∈ H2(G × Ĝ). As we mentioned above, the
integral

〈ϕ, ψ〉−1
L2(G)

∫

G×Ĝ
tr[Gψ f (y, π)Mπ(Ly ϕ)]dσ(y, π),

is a well-defined function in L2(G), for convenience in calculations we use f
ϕ
ψ for

this function. Using Corollary 3.4, for each g ∈ L2(G) we have

〈 f
ϕ
ψ , g〉L2(G) = 〈ϕ, ψ〉−1

L2(G)

∫

G×Ĝ
tr[Gψ f (y, π)Gϕg(y, π)∗ ]dσ(y, π)

= 〈ϕ, ψ〉−1
L2(G)

〈Gψ f ,Gϕg〉H2(G×Ĝ)

= 〈 f , g〉L2(G).

Which follows f = f
ϕ
ψ and so the inversion formula holds.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.7 we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.8. Let ψ be a window function such that ‖ψ‖L2(G) = 1. Then, for each

f ∈ L2(G) we have

f =
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[Gψ f (y, π)Mπ(Lyψ)]dσ(y, π).

Also when G is compact the inversion theorem can be deduced more applica-
ble in the following corollary.

Corollary 3.9. Let G be a compact group and ψ, ϕ window functions such that
〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G) 6= 0. Then, for each f ∈ L2(G) we have

f (x) = 〈ϕ, ψ〉−1
L2(G)

∫

G
∑

[π]∈Ĝ

dπtr[Gψ f (y, π)Mπ(Ly ϕ)(x)]dy for a.e x ∈ G.

The following proposition gives us a useful relation of Gabor transform of two
non-orthogonal window functions.

Proposition 3.10. For window functions ψ, ϕ with 〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G) 6= 0, we have

G∗
ϕGψ = 〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G)IL2(G).
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Proof. Let Sϕ : H2(G × Ĝ) → L2(G) be the bounded linear operator defined by

Sϕ(K) =
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Mπ(Ly ϕ)]dσ(y, π).

Then Sϕ is the adjoint operator of Gϕ. In fact, using Proposition 3.2, for each

f ∈ L2(G) and K ∈ H2(G × Ĝ) we have

〈Sϕ(K), f 〉L2(G) =
∫

G×Ĝ
tr[K(y, π)Gϕ f (y, π)∗ ]dσ(y, π)

= 〈K,Gϕ f 〉H2(G×Ĝ) = 〈G∗
ϕ(K), f 〉L2(G).

Now, Theorem 3.7 shows that G∗
ϕGψ = 〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G) IL2(G).

Let φ, φ′ ∈ L2(G,B(Hπ)) and also let the operator φ ⊗π φ′ : L2(G) →
L2(G,B(Hπ)) defined by

f 7→ φ ⊗π φ′( f ) = 〈 f , φ′〉πφ.

Now Proposition (3.10) can be considered as the following continuous resolution
of the identity operator for compact groups.

Corollary 3.11. Let G be a compact group and ψ, ϕ window functions with 〈ϕ, ψ〉L2(G)
6= 0. Then, we have

IL2(G) = 〈ϕ, ψ〉−1
L2(G)

∫

G
∑

[π]∈Ĝ

dπtr[Mπ(Ly ϕ)⊗π Mπ(Lyψ)]dy,

where the right integral is a notation for the bounded linear operator defined on L2(G) by

f 7→
∫

G
∑

[π]∈Ĝ

dπtr[Mπ(Ly ϕ)⊗π Mπ(Lyψ)( f )]dy.

Remark 3.12. It should be mentioned that, although operator Plancherel theorem
is still valid in the case of non-unimodular and type I groups (see [7, 13, 14, 20])
but if we drop the unimodularity assumption of G then Theorem 3.3 shall not be
established in general case. In other words, in the preceding theory unimodular-
ity assumption is necessary.

4 Examples and applications

As the first example we study the theory on the Heisenberg group. In quantum
mechanics, Weyl-quantization (phase-space quantization) is a method for sys-
tematically associating a quantum mechanical Hermitian operator with a classi-
cal kernel function in phase space (see [21, 22]). The Heisenberg group which
is associated to n-dimensional quantum mechanical systems plays an important
role in the Weyl-quantization.
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4.1 Heisenberg group

We start with the definitions and some description of the Heisenberg groups. The
Heisenberg group Hn is a Lie group with the underlying manifold Rd, where
d = 2n + 1. We denote points in Hn by h = (t, q, p) with t ∈ R, q, p ∈ Rn and
define the group operation by

(t1, q1, p1)(t2, q2, p2) = (t1 + t2 +
1

2
(p1.q2 − p2.q1), q1 + q2, p1 + p2).

It is easy to justify that this is a group operation, with the identity element 0 =
(0, 0, 0) and also the inverse of (t, q, p) is given by (−t,−q,−p). It can be checked
that Lebesgue measure on R2n+1 = Hn is left and right invariant under the group
action defined as above. Hence, Lebesgue measure on R2n+1 gives the Haar mea-
sure on H

n, and this group is unimodular. Taylor in [19] proved that the follow-
ing map

̺(t, q, p) f (x) = ei(t+q.x+q.p/2) f (x + p), for each f ∈ L2(Rn),

is an irreducible unitary representation of Hn on the Hilbert space L2(Rn). Now,
for each λ 6= 0, the map δλ(t, q, p) = (λt, signλ|λ|1/2q, |λ|1/2p), is an automor-
phism of Hn and so πλ(h) := ̺(δλ(h)) defines an irreducible representation of
Hn on the Hilbert space L2(Rn). Each representation πλ is given explicitly on
L2(Rn) by

πλ(t, q, p) f (x) = ei(tλ+|λ|1/2signλq.x+λq.p/2) f (x + |λ|1/2p).

Except for the infinite-dimensional irreducible representations above, there are
also the following one-dimensional irreducible representations of H

n;

π(ξ,η)(t, q, p) = ei(ξ.q+η.p). Stone-von Neumann theorem and Kirillov theory im-

ply that these two classes of the representations of Hn, exhaust the irreducible
representations of Hn[see [1]]. Also, no two different representations of these
two classes are unitarily equivalent. Hence, we can say that

Ĥn = {πλ|λ ∈ R\{0}}
⋃
{π(ξ,η)|(ξ , η) ∈ R

n × R
n}.

We associate to a function f in L1(Hn) ∩ L2(Hn), the Fourier transform

f̂ (π(ξ ,η)) =
∫

Hn
f (t, q, p)e−i(ξ .q+η.p)d(t, q, p),

f̂ (πλ) =
∫

Hn
f (t, q, p)πλ(t, q, p)∗d(t, q, p).

For convenience, we write f̂ (λ) instead of f̂ (πλ) and also f̂ (ξ, η) instead of

f̂ (π(ξ ,η)). Then, the Plancherel theorem for the Heisenberg group Hn is given

by ∫

Hn
| f (t, q, p)|2d(t, q, p) = (2π)−(n+1)

∫ +∞

−∞
‖ f̂ (λ)‖2

HS|λ|
ndλ.
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Also, the following inversion Fourier transform for the Heisenberg group H
n

holds;

f (t, q, p) = (2π)−(n+1)
∫ +∞

−∞
tr[πλ(t, q, p) f̂ (λ)]|λ|ndλ.

Note that, the representations of the form π(ξ,η) have no contribution to the Plan-

cherel formula and Fourier inversion transform because this set of representa-

tions has zero Plancherel measure. In other words, Plancherel measure dπ on Ĥn

is given by dπλ = |λ|ndλ and dπ(ξ ,η) = 0. That is, the measure (2π)−(n+1)|λ|n on

R\{0} is the Plancherel measure on Ĥn.

Example 4.1. Let ψ(t, q, p) = 2d/4e−π‖(t,q,p)‖2
be the classical Gaussian window

function on H
n. The associated continuous Gabor transform of f ∈ Cc(H

n) with

respect to the window function ψ at each (t, q, p, πλ) ∈ Hn × Ĥn can be identified
by

〈g,Gψ f (t, q, p, πλ)k〉

=
∫

Hn
L

ψ

(t,q,p)
( f )(t′ , q′, p′)〈g, πλ(t

′, q′, p′)∗k〉d(t′ , q′, p′)

=
∫

Hn

∫

Rn
L

ψ

(t,q,p)
( f )(t′ , q′, p′)ei(tλ+|λ|1/2signλq.x+λq.p/2)

g(x + |λ|1/2p)k(x)dxd(t′ , q′, p′),

for each g, k ∈ L2(Rn). Similarly, the continuous Gabor transform at each

(t, q, p, π(ξ,η)) ∈ Hn × Ĥn can be identified by

Gψ f (t, q, p, π(ξ ,η)) =
∫

Hn
L

ψ

(t,q,p)
( f )(t′ , q′, p′)π(ξ ,η)(t

′, q′, p′)∗d(t′, q′, p′)

=
∫

Hn
L

ψ

(t,q,p)
( f )(t′ , q′, p′)e−i(ξ.q+η.p)d(t′, q′, p′),

where L
ψ

(t,q,p)
( f )(t′ , q′, p′) = 2d/4 f (t′, q′, p′)e−π(|t+t′+ 1

2 (p.q′−p′.q)|2+‖q+q′‖2+‖p+p′‖2).

Using Theorem 3.7, for each f ∈ L2(Hn) we can reconstruct f via

〈 f , k〉L2(G) =
∫

Hn

∫

Ĥn
tr[F

(
L

ψ

(t′,q′,p′)
( f )
)
(π)Gψk(t′ , q′, p′, π)]dπd(t′ , q′, p′)

= (2π)−(n+1)
∫

Hn

∫

R\{0}
tr[F

(
L

ψ

(t′,q′,p′)
( f )
)
(λ)

Gψk(t′ , q′, p′, λ)]|λ|ndλd(t′ , q′, p′),

for each k ∈ L2(Hn). We recall that, for Lie group R
d and a window function ψ,

the classical Gabor transform of f in L2(Rd) is

Gψ f (x, w) =
∫

Rd
e−2πiw.y f (y)ψ(y − x)dy.

one can consider the difference between these two transforms.
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In the sequel, we provide another example of the continuous Gabor transform
on the non-abelian matrix group SL(2, R). The special linear group SL(2, R) has
significant role in the theory of linear canonical transformation. The linear canon-
ical transformation is a generalization of the Fourier, fractional Fourier, Laplace,
Gauss-Weierstrass, Bargmann and also the Fresnel transforms in particular cases
(see [11, 15]). Canonical transforms provide an appropriate tool for the analy-
sis of a class of differential equations which are applicable in Fourier optics and
quantum mechanics.

4.2 Matrix group SL(2,R)

We recall that G = SL(2, R) is the group of 2× 2 real matrices of determinant one.
This group is unimodular and it’s Haar integral which is right and left invariant
is given by ∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
f

(
x y
z t

)
dxdydzdt.

One can list continuous unitary representations of SL(2, R) in five classes. For
more explanations see [6].

(1) The trivial representation ι, acting on C.
(2) The discrete series {δ±n : n ≥ 2}. For n ≥ 2, let H+

n be the space of holo-
morphic functions f on the upper half plane U = {z : ℑ(z) > 0} such that

‖ f‖2
[n] =

∫ ∫

U
| f (x + iy)|2yn−2dxdy < ∞.

The representation δ+n of SL(2, R) on H+
n is defined by

δ+n

(
a b
c d

)
f (z) = (−bz + d)−n f

(
az − c

−bz + d

)
for each f ∈ H+

n .

Similarly, H−
n is the space of anti-holomorphic functions f on the upper half plane

U satisfying the condition ‖ f‖[n] < ∞ and the representation δ−n of SL(2, R) on

H−
n is given the same as δ+n . It can be checked that, the representations {δ±n : n ≥

2} are unitary and irreducible.
(3) The mock discrete series {δ±1 }. Let H+

1 be the space of holomorphic func-
tions f on half plane U such that

‖ f‖2
[1] = sup

y>0

∫ +∞

−∞
| f (x + iy)|2dx < ∞,

and also let H−
1 be the corresponding space of anti-holomorphic functions. The

representations δ±1 of SL(2, R) on H±
1 are the same as δ±n . The Hilbert spaces H±

1

can be naturally identified with certain subspaces of L2(R), namely H̃+
1 = { f ∈

L2(R) : f̂ (ξ) = 0 for ξ < 0}, and H̃−
1 = { f ∈ L2(R) : f̂ (ξ) = 0 for ξ > 0}. The

unitary map from H±
1 to H̃±

1 simply takes a holomorphic or anti-holomorphic
function on the upper half plane to its boundary values on R and the inverse map
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is given by the Fourier inversion formula, if f is in H̃+
1 or H̃−

1 , the corresponding

F ∈ H+
1 or H−

1 is given by F(z) =
∫

e2πiξz f̂ (ξ)dξ and F(z) =
∫

e2πiξz f̂ (ξ)dξ,

when these identifications are made, the representations δ±1 are still given by dis-
crete series but with x ∈ R replacing z ∈ U.

(4) The principal series {π±
it : t ∈ R}. These representations of SL(2, R)

induced from the one-dimensional representations of the upper triangular sub-
group

P(2, R) =

{
Ma,b =

(
a b
0 a−1

)
: a ∈ R\{0}, b ∈ R

}
.

Moreover, any one-dimensional representation of P(2, R) must annihilate its com-
mutator subgroup, namely {Ma,b : a = 1}, so it is easily seen that these rep-

resentations are precisely β+
it (Ma,b) = |a|it and also β−

it (Ma,b) = |a|itsigna, for

all t ∈ R. The principal series are then defined by π+
it := ind

SL(2,R)
P(2,R)

(ξ+it ), and

also π−
it := ind

SL(2,R)
P(2,R)

(ξ−it ). For more details on Induced representations and also

the notation indG
H(π), we refer the readers to [6]. The representations π−

it and

π+
it are known as the spherical principal series and non-spherical principal series

respectively. The Hilbert spaces for these representations, consist of complex val-
ued functions on SL(2, R) satisfying certain covariance condition on the cosets of
P(2, R) and such functions are determined by their values on

Q(2, R) =

{(
1 0
t 1

)
: t ∈ R

}
.

Q(2, R) intersects each coset in exactly one point and since Q(2, R) ∼= R, the map
f 7→ f |Q(2,R) sets up a unitary isomorphism from these Hilbert spaces to L2(R),

and that the resulting realization of the representation π±
it on L2(R) is given by

π±
it

(
a b
c d

)
f (x) = m±(−bx + d)| − bx + d|−1−it f

(
ax − c

−bx + d

)
,

where m+(y) = 1 and m−(y) = sign(y). The principal series representations are
all irreducible except for π−

0 which is the direct sum of the mock discrete series δ+1
and δ−1 , when all these representations are realized on subspaces of L2(R). Also,
the representations π+

−it and π−
−it are equivalent respectively to π+

it and π−
it and

otherwise these representations are all equivalent.
(5) The complementary series {κs : 0 < s < 1}. The Hilbert space for κs is the

set of all complex valued functions f on R such that

‖ f‖2
(s) =

s

2

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
f (x) f (y)|x − y|s−1dxdy < ∞,

and the action of SL(2, R) is like that of the spherical principal series

κs

(
a b
c d

)
f (x) = | − bx + d|−1−s f

(
ax − c

−bx + d

)
.
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All these representation which had been mentions above are irreducible and equiv-
alent except that π±

−it
∼= π±

it and π−
0
∼= δ+1

⊕
δ−1 as we discussed about them and

every irreducible representation of SL(2, R) is equivalent to one of them. Thus,

we can identify the set of all irreducible representations of ̂SL(2, R) as follows;

̂SL(2, R) = {ι}
⋃
{δ±n : n ≥ 1}

⋃
{π+

it : t ≥ 0}
⋃
{π−

it : t > 0}
⋃
{κs : 0 < s < 1}.

The Plancherel measure of the complementary and mock discrete series and
trivial representation is zero, and on the principal and discrete series it is given by
dπ+

it = t/2 tanh(πt/2)dt, dπ−
it = t/2 coth(πt/2)dt and also d{δ+n } = d{δ−n } =

n − 1.

Example 4.2. Let ψ(X) = 2e−π‖X‖2
be the Gaussian function on SL(2, R), where

‖X‖ is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 1of a matrix X. We compute the Gabor trans-

form of f ∈ Cc(SL(2, R)) with respect to ψ on SL(2, R)× ̂SL(2, R) by

(1) For each n ≥ 2, h, k ∈ H±
n and (X, δ±n ) ∈ SL(2, R)× ̂SL(2, R) we have

〈k,Gψ f (X, δ±n )h〉 =
∫

SL(2,R)
L

ψ
X f (Y)〈k, δ±n (Y)∗h〉H±

n
dY

=
∫

SL(2,R)

∫ ∫

U
L

ψ
X f (Y)δ±n (Y)k(w)h(w)ℑ(w)n−2dwdY

=
∫

R4

∫ ∫

U
L

ψ
X f (Y)(t − yw)−nk

(
xw − z

t − yw

)
h(w)ℑ(w)n−2

dwd(x, y, z, t),

where L
ψ
X f (Y) = 2e−π‖X−1Y‖2

f (Y) and Y = (x, y, z, t).

(2) For each t ∈ R, g, k ∈ L2(R) and (X, π±
it ) ∈ SL(2, R)× ̂SL(2, R) we have

〈g,Gψ f (X, π±
it )k〉L2(R)

=
∫

SL(2,R)
L

ψ
X f (Y)〈g, π±

it (Y)
∗k〉L2(R)dY

=
∫

SL(2,R)

∫

R

L
ψ
X f (Y)π±

it (Y)k(v)g(v)dvdY

=
∫

R4

∫

R

L
ψ
X f (Y)m±(−yv + u)| − yv + u|−1−itk

(
xv − z

−yv + u

)
g(v)

dvd(x, y, z, u),

where L
ψ
X f (Y) = 2e−π‖X−1Y‖2

f (Y) and Y = (x, y, z, u).

1This norm is eventually called as the Frobenius norm or Schatten 2-norm.
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(3) For each 0 < s < 1, h, k ∈ H(s) and (X, κs) ∈ SL(2, R)× ̂SL(2, R) we have

〈h,Gψ f (X, κs)k〉(s)

=
∫

SL(2,R)
L

ψ
X f (Y)〈h, κs(Y)

∗k〉(s)dY

=
s

2

∫

SL(2,R)

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
L

ψ
X f (Y)κs(Y)k(v)h(u) |u − v|1−sdvdudY

=
s

2

∫

R4

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
L

ψ
X f (Y)k

(
xv − z

−yv + t

)
h(u)|u − v|1−s| − yv + t|−1−s

dvdud(x, y, z, t),

where L
ψ
X f (Y) = 2e−π‖X−1Y‖2

f (Y) and Y = (x, y, z, t).

Using Theorem 3.7, we can reconstruct each f ∈ L2(SL(2, R)) via

〈 f , k〉L2(G)

=
∫

R4

∫

̂SL(2,R)
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (π)Gψk(Y, π)]dπdY

=
∫

R4

∫

̂SL(2,R)
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (π+

it )Gψk(y, π+
it )]dπ+

it dY+

∫

R4

∫

̂SL(2,R)
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (π−

it )Gψk(Y, π−
it )]dπ−

it dY

+
∫

R4

∫

̂SL(2,R)
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (δ+n )Gψk(Y, δ+n )]dδ+n dY

=
1

2

∫

R4

∫ ∞

0

(
t tanh

πt

2
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (π+

it )Gψk(Y, π+
it )]+

t coth
πt

2
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (π−

it )Gψk(Y, π−
it )]

)
dtdY

+
∫

R4

(
∞

∑
n=1

(n − 1)

(
tr[L̂

ψ
X f (δ+n )Gψk(Y, δ+n )] + tr[L̂

ψ
X f (δ−n )Gψk(Y, δ−n )]

))
dY,

for each k ∈ L2(SL(2, R)).
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